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Dear editors,
You have before you the first Comic and Graphic Novel catalog
from the PRHGE Foreign Rights Department.
The genre is experiencing a boom in Spain which is reflected
in an increase in the number of titles published by the group’s
different editorial imprints–and in increased sales.
In this list you’ll find the most important content that we repre-

COMIC & GRPAHIC NOVEL

sent, which are intended for a broad cross-section of potential
readers, from the great, classic authors of the genre like Blanco,
Carlos Gimenez, Ibáñez, Jan, Escobar & Rius to the boldest,
most daring offerings from Reservoir Books, without forgetting
our most international illustrators Agustina Guerrero & Maria
Hesse. And very attractive new titles that we won’t give “spoilers” for here on the very first page...
It’s our desire to offer you the best content for your readers and
this list is a first step to help this universal genre travel without
borders.
We hope you enjoy this new catalog.
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JOSEP MARIA BLANCO IBARZ
SPAIN — He is one of the great masters
of the legendary Spanish comic book
magazine TBO. Through its pages he
turned into a resounding figure with series
like Los Kakikus or La Familia Ulises.

BARCELONA BY BLANCO
Barcelona’s most iconic spots
from the 90s in this masterpiece
by Josep Maria Blanco Ibarz.

JOSEP MARIA BLANCO IBARZ

The author lets his imagination run wild,
staging scenes at iconic spots in the city like
the Ramblas, the Sagrada Familia church,
Gaudi’s Parc Güell, the Tibidabo mountain,
and even Nou Camp, with a host of characters
in a variety of situations. Over four years Ibarz
has created 28 illustrations of big crowds.

Lámina 17. Sagrada Família
BARCELONA DE BLANCO 296x214.indd 41
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Paul Preston (Script)

José Pablo García (Illustration)

UK — He is a Professor of Contemporary
Spanish History and Director of the Cañada
Blanch Centre for Contemporary Spanish
Studies at the London School of Economics.

SPAIN — He is an illustrator and comic book
artist. His work has appeared in publications
such as El Mundo, Dos Veces Breve and Vida
Económica.

Translation rights:
Andrew Wylie Literary Agency
Illustration rights:
PRHGE

THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR

THE DESTRUCTION OF GUERNICA

Paul Preston reconstructs the
storyline of the conflict that
devastated Spain between
1936 and 1939.

The history about Guernica, the
first civil target bombed by a
modern war in the 20th century.

Paul Preston / José Pablo García

Rights sold to:
France > Belin
Spain (Catalan) > Editorial Base

144
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LA GUERRA CIVIL ESPAÑOLA

Rights sold to:
Spain (Catalan) > Editorial Base

145
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Hardcover
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JUNE 2016

Paul Preston / José Pablo García

The attack on the Basque city of Guernica on
April 26th 1937 is burned into the European
conscience: it was the first ‘open’ city that
was practically obliterated during a bombing
carried out by the Nazi Condor Legion.

José Pablo García has adapted Paul Preston’s
book into comic form, a format that allows
him totackle sometimes thorny subjects
more easily than in prose or non-fiction.
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Tute
ARGENTINA — Tute is, in real life, Juan Matías
Loiseau. He is a regular contributor to the
newspaper La Nación and his drawings
appear in newspapers all over the world.

‘Tute is the best cartoonist
to emerge in recent years’
Quino, creator of Mafalda

HUMOUR ON THE COUCH

WE NEED TO TALK

This book is a collection of
all the jokes the author has
made about psychoanalysis
in the past few years.

Tute depicts falling in
love, heartbreak and the
relationships in between with
a harsh sense of humor.

TUTE

It’s surprising the ease with which he makes
us smile or laugh about such important
yet such ordinary subjects as relationships
and love: the fear of being rejected, the
monotony, the indecision, the first girl or
boyfriend, conformity in couples..., with his
characteristic sensitivity and simplicity.

TUTE

Light-hearted reflection on the psyche and
inner world has been the brunt of analysis
and jokes in the arts across-the-board.
Tute, with his unique way of understanding
the human being, reveals the truth of
this statement throughout his work. This
book presents all the illustrations of this
sensational comic artist.

16

17
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Troche
Uruguay — He is a well-known artist in Uruguay
and publishes comic strips in newspapers
both in his country and abroad. Steinberg
and Sempé are his biggest influences.

INVISIBLE DRAWINGS

LUGGAGE

A bottle of ink, a small brush
and some water.

‘Luggage’ immerse us again in
Troche’s austere and intuitive work.

That is all Troche needs to hypnotize the
readers with his hand-made drawings.
Just like a songwriter, he requires only one
instrument to fill the hours with magic.

Troche is sparing, he draws by intuition.
He can’t explain what he does; it’s a leap
of faith. He is both innocent and in charge.
His drawings go beyond him, and they
speak, to him and to us, of unfathomable
things. The universe of this little-known,
brilliant author is poetic, deep and subtle.

Rights sold to:
Brazil > Lote 42
France > Éditions Insula
Korea >Book 21

TROCHE

TROCHE

Rights sold to:
France > Éditions Insula

Dibujos invisibles-H.indd 23
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Kioskerman
Argentina — Kioskerman is Pablo Holmberg’s
penname. He began to draw inspired by the
great comic artists and today he is one of
the most prominent names of his generation.

LOVE WILL COME TO THE RESCUE

EDEN					
THE GATES OF EDEN

A graphic novel on the meaning of
the family and all its trappings.
A job (the comic), what happens on the street
(looking out the window), and what happens at
the library (the books he reads), and his friends.
Moved by the need to remember who he is and
what he believes in, Kioskerman has created a
prayer book in a comic’s clothing. This book is
a collection of his prayers. When read together
they give the sense of a greater experience,
an account of the journey of life, touching on
themes like the family, work and friendship.
KIOSKERMAN

Eden, as its name suggests, is a magical world.
It has an exquisite surreal atmosphere, its
characters are beautiful and charming; its main
character wears a crown. Although humor is
present all throughout the book, the story and
the artwork make the reader fall into some sort
of pleasant daydream of love, existence and
coexistence in a magnificent world inhabited
by imaginary and fantastic creatures.
EDEN
Rights sold to:
Canada (English) > Drawn and Quarterly
Canada (French) > La Pastèque
Brasil > Zarabatana
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KIOSKERMAN

Kioskerman takes us to a
magical world where humor and
daydream go hand in hand.

SUDAMERICANA
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Soft cover
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Isaac Rosa (Script)

CRISTINA BUENO (Illustration)

MIKKO (Illustration)

SPAIN — He is a critically-acclaimed
author of drama, essays and novels.
His fruitful career has received several
awards such as the Romulo Gallegos, the
Ojo Crítico and the José Manuel Lara.

SPAIN – In 2012 she wrote and illustrated her first
graphic novel, Sostres, and has collaborated
with different scriptwriters in Ausencias, Las
abuelas dan el golpe and Aquí vivió.
Winner of the Cornellà Comic Contest 2013.

SPAIN — He is a young illustrator with
a degree in Fine Arts who has found a
space in advertising, press and publishing
with his modern clear line style.

HERE LIVED.
STORY OF AN EVICTION

Your Future Starts Here
Isaac Rosa’s new graphic novel
explores the social issue of the NEET
generation (*Not in Education,
Employment or Training).

Tender, pointed, and moving,
Here Lived is a graphic novel that
exposes the problems of eviction.

Your Future Starts Here treats the subject
of where young people find themselves
in today’s society. Some are qualified
but can’t find work, others don’t get the
necessary qualifications, as seen in the
high drop-out rate; a generation of young
people without a future: the NEETs.

Isaac Rosa / CRISTINA BUENO

Separated parents, moving house, adolescence.
Three tricky situations that have all hit Alice
at the same time. But there’s also something
strange about her new home: hostile neighbors,
a secret diary and an unexpected visitor.

Isaac Rosa / MIKKO

Rights sold to:
Greece > Angelus Novus
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no quería
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pero Tenía
muy claro lo
que no quería
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Carlos Giménez
SPAIN — He is the most important Spanish
cartoonist of the last three decades.

·
·
·
·

Yellow Kid (Italy, 2002)
Gold Medal for Fine Arts Merit (Spain, 2003)
Big Prize at the Barcelona Comic Convention (Spain, 2005)
Heritage Award at the Angoulême International
Comics Festival for Paracuellos (France, 2010).

CHRYSALIS

CHRISTMAS SONG

Carlos Giménez

Like in a game of mirrors, Carlos Giménez
introduces us to a couple of his doubles, or
look-alikes. The first one, Uncle Pablo, will
be immediately recognizable to his fans.
The second, his close buddy Raúl, is new
and sets off a long series of reflections
and misunderstandings about the miseries
of creation and the limitations of old age.
There are two options, each incarnated
by one of his doubles: decline or death.

20

CRISÁLIDA

08/04/16 14:33

RESERVOIR BOOKS

In Christmas Song we will see how Uncle
Pablo, Giménez’s alter-ego, turns down all
his invitations to Christmas celebrations.
He just wants to be left alone so he can
draw his comics in peace. Until one
night he receives a visit from the Ghost
of Past Christmases... This marks the
beginning of a warm yet unforgiving
portrait of the author’s life and work, in a
masterly homage to Charles Dickens.

33
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This special album is a major
feat in Carlos Giménez’s
career, and could be defined
as his first graphic novel.

Carlos Giménez

Chrysalis deals with the
economic and moral crisis
of contemporary society.
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Calpurnio
SPAIN — Calpurnio is the pseudonym of Eduardo
Pelegrín Martínez de Pisón, one of Spain’s most
important illustrators. He is the author of comics,
posters, record covers and animated films.

Winner of the 2016
City of Palma Prize
for Comic

CUTTLAS

PLASMA WORLD

A compilation of the best
comic strips of the stickfigure cowboy, Cuttlas.

An amusing trip to
Calpurnio’s universe.
Independent, absurd stories that happen
on Earth, and beyond, among microscopic
creatures who run through all the storylines
and introduce new threads. Despite this,
it all has something very real about it.
Calpurnio bucks his minimalist style to take
us to a quite unusual world. He employs
the grotesque and the surreal to throw
readers off kilter while at the same time
he keeps them savoring every page.
Calpurnio

Calpurnio

Accompanied by his inseparable friends
Jim, 37 (an alien), Juan Bala, Kraftwerk (his
favorite band), and his girlfriend Mabel,
Cuttlas faces up to Jak the Villain, the
Indians, and many more dangers in a Far
West where action, romanticism, absurd
humor and a certain metaphysical slant
come together in unique, inimitable style.

27
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Felipe Almendros
SPAIN — He is among the most highly regarded
names in contemporary Spanish comics, with
a refined and intimate artistic universe.

REST IN PEACE

VIP
What happens when a young
illustrator sees his future and an old
cartoonist travels back to his past?
Felipe is an old man who lives in a strange
place with a very young girl who has
forgotten his name. Although he refuses
to accept it, his only regret is not having
published more comics after R.I.P.. He is
visited by a strange character disguised as
Buzz Lightyear, who will make him remember
what his life was like right after he published
his last comic, and how he ended up living
among prostitutes in a brothel called VIP.

Felipe Almendros

R.I.P. uses an absolutely radical and original
technique to tell us of his struggle to overcome
depression and agoraphobia, get past his father’s
accidental death, and help his sister, who has
leukemia. Beyond the content, what is most
striking about this book is its graphic treatment
and its style: from an oneiric perspective, the story
is told through three characters who all represent
the author: the Ego, Superego and the Id.

102
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Disturbing and revolutionary,
Almendros is the voice
of a new generation of
Spanish graphic novels.
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Borja González Hoyos

Xiomara Correa

SPAIN — He is a self-taught illustrator
and strip cartoonist. He has published in
fanzines and magazines. La Reina Orquídea
(2016) is one of his stand-out works.

SPAIN — She is one of the most promising talents
in alternative Spanish comics. After working in
graphic design, she launched a self-published
lysergic fanzine which has been attracting
followers for years: My horse boyfriend.

THE BLACK HOLES

MY HORSE BOYFRIEND

At an Amy Winehouse concert, La Chavala
meets the guy who will be the man of her life.
Well, maybe not so much a man... let’s say she
meets the horse of her life. That’s right, it’s love
at first sight from the moment he asks her for
a paper to roll a ciggie. They’ll live a love story
against all odds and against everything you can
think of: against ex-partners, against decorum,
against social conventions, and even against
a drug-addicted pair: a turnip and a turnip
top who want to kidnap and torture them.

Gloria, Laura and Cristina want to start a punkinspired band called The Black Holes. They have
everything they need: attitude, presence, instinct...
and an alarming lack of musical training. They
barely have time to start rehearsing when a
strange presence appears: a reminiscence of
something that happened 160 years before is
back to haunt one of them. What they might
not realise is that time is a two-lane highway.

Borja González Hoyos
18

This year’s biggest trouble-making
(and romantic) graphic novel.

THE BLACK HOLES

RESERVOIR BOOKS
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SOFT COVER
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SOFT COVER
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XIOMARA CORREA

After publishing one of Spain’s
most head-turning comics of
2016, Borja González presents
his first longer work.
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MARCELA TRUJILLO (MALIKI)

Bernardita Olmedo

CHILE — She graduated with a degree in
Fine Arts from the University of Chile and then
continued her training at the Art Students
League and School of Visual Arts in New York.

CHILE — She is an audio-visual
communicator and screenwriter. She has
written documentaries and TV series, and
is currently producing a feature film.

IDOL. AN ALMOST TRUE STORY

BRUTA
Cartoons that question
stereotypes about women
and conventions for
romantic relationships.

Marcela Trujillo—better known as Maliki—
tells the story of her fling with a cartoonist.
After worshipping him and his work for
ages, she meets him at a book fair in
Lima (Peru). A fascinating graphic novel,
steeped in mysticism, and with something
to say about creativity, love and art.
MARCELA TRUJILLO (MALIKI)

Through a veil of sharp irony, Bruta’s
characters voice all number of sociopolitical and emotional reflections.
With her strong feminist accent, Bruta’s
illustrations explore the role of women in
Western culture, and underscore sexist
assumptions that have become the norm
in sex and everyday conversation.

93
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ÍDOLO. UNA HISTORIA CASI REAL

BERNARDITA OLMEDO

Idol is the most ambitious
graphic novel from one of
Chile’s leading illustrators.
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Agustina Guerrero
ARGENTINA - ‘La Volátil’ –‘The Moody
Girl’- is actually Agustina Guerrero, a thirtysomething graphic designer and illustrator
born in Argentina, but living in Barcelona.

More than 90,000 copies
sold in spanish!

THE MOODY GIRL

WITH AN OPEN HEART.
THE MOODY GIRL

AGUSTINA GUERRERO

With a single cartoon Agustina Guerrero is
capable of expressing the desperation for a
coffee on a Monday morning or how falling
in love can change our heads into a crazy
golf ball that goes flying into outer space.
A true gift for all those who search for an
accomplice and witness to accompany them
through every-day joys and catastrophes.

AGUSTINA
GUERRERO
NOM AUTOR

The most popular 30-yearold Spanish comic in her most
authentic and effervescent state.

Foreign rights sold
to 7 countries!

The Moody Girl Diaries started out as an autobiographical blog in 2011 and
in only a few months The Moody Girl, its main character, got thousands
of followers and became an immediate success on the social networks.
A CALZÓN QUITADO.indd 47
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THE MOODY GIRL DIARIES

ONCE UPON A TIME
THERE WAS A MOODY GIRL

The protagonist of this diary is a young woman
with a very positive perspective of the world. She
is dreamy and fun, and she always does her best
to make the world a better place, although she
does not always succeed… because we all have
bad days and sometimes the world is just what it
is, no matter how hard we try to color it pretty.

In Once Upon a Time, There Was a Moody
Girl, the girl in the striped shirt tells us
about her past, about her ups and downs
making it in a big new city: the shared
apartment, parties, friends, boyfriends…
Rights sold to:
China > Beijing
White Horse Time
Russia > Eksmo

Rights sold to:
Germany > Suhrkamp
France > Hachette Livre
Brazil > Verus
TV rights optioned
to Freemantle

160 Pag
December 2016
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Érase una vez la volátil-H403384.indd 23

MAMMA MIA!

17/10/16 12:42

Nina.
Diary of a Teenage Girl

The Moody Girl is pregnant! She is confused,
scared, happy, and shares it all with her readers...
Over nine months she opens the doors of her
home to us, sharing her doubts, moodiness,
joy and fear. Three trimesters treating the
everyday situations of a pregnant woman and
her partner with realism and tons of humor.

At 16, Nina is naive, conformist, whirlwind.
She has many doubts hovering over her head.
It is normal to feel weird? How do I know if I
can kiss well? Why do adults speak another
language? What do I want to be when I grow
up? How will I find my place in the world?

Rights sold to:
China > Beijing White
Horse Time
Italy > Edizioni BD

Rights sold to:
Italy > Emmebi
Romania > Corint
Turkey > Parodi
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SARA FRATINI
Venezuela — She has done murals in
Spanish and Italian cities and coordinates
an illustration exhibition for La Guarimba
International Film Festival in Amantea (Italy).

La Dolce Vita

Martina and Her Monster

Daily little drawings with
happy messages.

Sara Fratini opens us the door to
Martina Rossetto’s day to day.

SARA FRATINI

Martina is a freelance photographer who
feels very comfortable with her curves,
her unruly hair and in the company of her
beloved domesticated monster. Martina
always wears red lipstick, dances, does
yoga and something goes a little wild.
Using her very own style, Martina talks
about feminism, about the “electrifying”
life of freelancers, about friends and love.

SARA FRATINI

Fratini’s girls are happy, free, curvaceous
women, born as a reaction and resistance
to the pressure of our education and society.
Sara Fratini manages to transmit optimism and
buoyancy with her daily messages and her
apparently naïve drawings. Her style is fresh;
her drawings are simple and sophisticated,
loaded with meaning even when they only
talk about coffee, spring, monsters…

Buena vida, La-H401915.indd 21
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Moderna del pueblo
SPAIN — Moderna De Pueblo is the
pseudonym for Raquel Corcoles. The irony
and sarcasm of her texts are key elements
that portray nowadays youngsters.

More than 68.000
copies sold in Spain!

JERKS WON’T GIVE YOU FLOWERS

COOLTURAL

The adventures and misadventures
of a girl who doesn’t believe in love
but wants to be given flowers!.

The Cooltural, a.k.a the guy
that knows it all. And if he
doesn’t, he pretends to…

Rights sold to:
Brasil > L&PM Editores
France > Hachette Livre
Singapore and Malaysia > Epigram Books
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¿Y NO SO T R AS Q UÉ ?
L L E VAM O S
AQ UÍ M E D I A H O R A

gl u p
gl u p
gl u p

A 2 5 per s o n as les gus t a es t o

a

A QUÍ VA BIEN, ¿NO?

ME HE ENA MORA DO...

Cómo te pasas.
Que tenga gusto
estético y saque
fotos a cosas
bonitas tampoco
es algo malo.

NO ME LO
PE RDE RÉ

¿P O R QU É NO
TE VI E NE S C O N
TUS A MIG A S A
VE R M E MA ÑA NA ?
CO N E L FLY E R
E NTR Á IS G RA T IS .

Y A L ENT RA R , HA CEMO S LA 1.

Y TRAS UNOS ÚLTIMOS RETOQUES EN MI VIDA...

Je, je, je.

E L T R UCO E S
M O S T R AR UNA
T O T AL
I ND I F E R E NCI A. . .

PA SA D.
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¡A tención! G atito, ukelele, libros, discos
antiguos... ¡Todo listo para la foto!

Mírala, qué
natural
con todo
su atrezzo.

YA SE SABE QUÉ PASA CUANDO VIVES EN L A CIUDAD...

Y ES Q UE CUA ND O NO S A LE S CON NADI E , SALE S MUCHO. . .

( T A N TO Q U E ME PA R ECE IMPOS IBLE Q U E E L PORTE RO NO RE CUE RDE NUE STRA CARA)

S O MOS A MIGA S DE MA X.
¿ PO D EMOS PA SA R?
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No, nada
malo...
Pri mer Mac.

¡Oh, por favor! Ahora sí
que podemos afirmar que
es totalmente perfecta!
¡Hasta caga en colores!

Vuelta a la
calidez de lo
analógico.

A 1 4 per s o n as les gus t a es t o

PUTI VUE LTA DE LA NOCHE . . .
dar vueltas hasta en con trar
el mej or m 2 del local.

A J Á. . .

THE
C A BR
ONE

Bueno, tampoco
hace falta que la
juzgues por todo.

¿The
Kooks?
S

A 30 per s o n as les gus t a es t o

En serio,
mátame
si algún
día subo
fotos así.

LOS CAPULLOS NO REGALAN FLORES

LUMEN

QUE EN CUAL QUIER MOMENTO PUEDES CONOCER A OTRO... ¿MEJOR?
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42 personas se
la han pelado
con esta foto.
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En el camino

TOKIO BLUES

ísica de los tubos
afísica
Metaf
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huma
ha human
ncha
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Las partículas eleme

Bueno, me voy
por si te
quieres unir.
A 42 per s o n as les gus t a es t o
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Q ue nuestr o s fi c hajes sean del mismo grupo de amigos solo pasa
una de c ada m i l no c hes. No r m al m en te los amigos del chico que le gusta a tu
am i g a ser án o r c o s a l o s que ten drás que en treten er toda la n oche.
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s: R a

¡Y mira esta!
Auténtica
pasión por
la música.

a m os es c u c h a n d
Es t
o Bel

oe
Est

Más bien, “The Boobs”,
esto es una foto-tetas
en toda regla.

16

MODERNA DE PUEBLO

Raise your hand if you’ve ever met a guy
who seems to be more of an encyclopedia
than a man. Summing up: the kind of
pedantic guys who are pleased to have
met themselves, and won’t ever accept a
comment that doesn’t agree with what they
consider to be the good, precise, cool stuff.
This album is dedicated to all of them.

La espuma de los días
La niña del pelo raro

MODERNA DE PUEBLO

Jerks are everywhere and come in different shapes
and kinds: the mean, the selfish, the so-called
independent, and those who can’t live without their
moms. They are all portrayed in this book.

154 X 230 mm

PINK FLAMINGOS
Bailar en la oscuridad

Mood ffor LLove
IIn the M

91

SOFT COVER
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OLD BOY

CARRETERA PERDIDA

ZATOICHI

128 PAG

Discos de un pop más
refinado como el de
The Magnetic Fields.

Libros Taschen para conocer
lo básico de otras disciplinas.

Cine coreano, japonés, dogma... Cuanto más
inaccesible para el público general, más merece
la pena el esfuerzo de intentar comprenderlo.

MAY 2014
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LAURA SANTOLAYA DEL BURGO
SPAIN — She has worked in the field of
communication, marketing, and institutional
relations. She publishes her work on
the website www.p8ladas.com

CHRONICLES OF THIRTYLESCENCE

MONDAYS HATE ME

LAURA SANTOLAYA DEL BURGO

20

CRÓNICAS DE LA ADOLESTREINTA

67

61

Adolestreinta.indd 20
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P8ladas —the author’s virtual alter ego—
lives freely in the cyberspace where any
similarity with reality is pure coincidence. She
would love to live in a perfect world where
looks and money would not matter, but
unfortunately that is not the case. Mondays
represent everything she cannot stand -work,
diets, hypocrisy, stupidity…- and there is no
room for any of these in her perfect world.

The thirties are a before and after moment
in people’s lives. That damn zero traps an
ex-twenty something, abducts their body
and transports their mind to a second
puberty, known by some as: thirty-lescence.
Victims of this personality disorder relive
their adolescence, but they can’t escape
the guilt of knowing how all the stories end
up. Laura Santolaya explains the crisis
of the individual at the age of thirty.

21/04/16 10:02
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LAURA SANTOLAYA DEL BURGO

Rebellious, politically incorrect
and somewhat rascal, P8ladas
dreams of a perfect world.

Thirty-lescence:
the second puberty.
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Laura Mesa Cussó

MAESTRA DEL PUEBLO (Script)

Cristina Picazo (Illustration)

SPAIN — She started Chica del Montón
during her last year at university for her final
project. Then in a matter of months, her
name was spreading on social networks.

SPAIN — She is an influencer among
thousands of Spanish teachers who
follow her. Her social media profiles
discuss current issues about education
with wit and ingenuity.

SPAIN — Since 1999, she has published
and illustrated more than fifty adult
and children’s works in addition to
contributing to several publications.

GIRL NEXT DOOR

Village Teacher.
With an L for Learner

A comic book that portrays
the everyday life of a girl
next door, with a dose of
charisma, humour and irony.

Maria had hardly set foot on campus in her
life but when they offered her a job for the
first time at a school, she doesn’t care that it’s
in a one-horse town and she takes the wheel
without hesitation: Finally she will be a teacher!
She will be forced to pull out all her stunts
to survive a year in a rowdy second-grade
class. What no one taught her at university is
that she would also have to be an excellent
judge, detective, nurse, designer, banker… All
of that without losing her calling to teach.

Laura Mesa Cussó

A girl next door is one of those girls who
always says ‘I’m almost there’ when she’s still in
the shower; she is addicted to series, pizza and
chocolate; she thinks that reading the shampoo
bottle in the shower counts as studying
Portuguese, and that the best contraceptive
method is her boyfriend keeping his socks on...
You won’t help but feel a slight resemblance
because, admit it, you’re a girl next door too.

¿DÓNDE VA CADA
LÍQUIDO?

¡HOLA!
¿QUÉ TAL?

CHICAS, MI NOVIO SE VA
A QUEDAR ESTA NOCHE

¿Vamos a estar
toda la mañana
sin hacer nada?

¿¿Y Doña
Amparo??
UN POCO DE
LIMA Y..

Hoy teníamos
ejercicios que
corregir

NOS GUSTARÍA MIRAR
UNA PELÍCULA..

CONTRATIEMPO DE
ÚLTIMA HORA

UNA SEMANA MÁS TARDE..

banqueras:

recaudamos para excursiones, agendas, regalos del
padre / de la madre... solo nos falta tener
en la clase una caja registradora.

Con Doña Amparo siempre corregíamos

PODÉIS MIRARLA
CONMIGO

Maestra de Pueblo / Cristina Picazo

A fun graphic novel about
a novice teacher.

juezas:

... No hagas trampas, ¿eh?

llegamos a un veredicto en tiempo
récord en las discusiones
«ha sido él / no, ha sido él».

Seño

diseñadoras:

con unas cartulinas, bolsas
de basura, papel charol y una
imaginación desbordante... no tenemos nada que envidiar a agatha
ruiz de la prada.

¡yo quiero!

detectives:

Vamos a
empezar a
decorar la clase.
¿hacemos un mural?

DEFINITIVAMENTE,
ECHO DE MENOS
A MIS PADRES

enfermeras:

resolvemos inquietantes
misterios como
el extraño caso del
borrador perdido.

con un poco de agua
y un minibotiquín
somos capaces de
curar raspones,
narices sangrantes,
dolores de cabeza

Seño

UN MES MÁS TARDE..

¡Como siempre sea
así, no me hará
falta spinning!

¿QUIÉN SE HA COMIDO
MI TUPPER?

mecánicas:

arreglamos chaquetas
que no abrochan,
fotocopiadoras
atascadas,
ventanas
que no
abren...

animadoras:

salvada por
la campana.
¡Prueba
superada!

intentamos sacar
el máximo potencial de nuestros
alumnos en todas
las situaciones... lo
llaman «refuerzo
positivo»,

HE SIDO YO, PERO
AHORA TE LO LAVO

1
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Laura Pacheco

Holly Molly (Script)

CLARA SORIANO (Illustration)

SPAIN — She is a cartoonist and illustrator
who started creating webcomics. She
runs the blog www.letspacheco.com

SPAIN — Like an open book, she shares her
unspeakable fears, her extravagant manias,
her surrealist fixations and her most outlandish
experiences with anyone who dares to listen.

SPAIN — Clara Soriano is a well-known
name in publishing, advertising and
animation. Prize for Best New Talent at
Barcelona International Comic Fair 2014.

FIRST WORLD PROBLEMS

HOLLY MOLLY AGAINST
THE WORLD

Laura Pacheco transforms
everyday difficulties into
funny graphic stories.

Holly Molly, has created
a raucous, droll, and
likeable alter ego.

Ana is a young woman living in an
unspecified city in Spain, facing up to the
little problems that arise in her day-to-day
environment. This book—a compilation
of the weekly Laura Pacheco’s comic
strip published in El País’ popular fashion
supplement, along with extra never-beforeseen material—reflects her daily journey.

In this book, Holly Molly turns her
world into a graphic novel. There are
lists of the things she most hates; her
insecurities, how to be intense, how to
be bored on a Sunday afternoon...
HOLLY MOLLY / CLARA SORIANO

A book for fans of Frannerd, Sarah
Scribbles, and Kate Beaton.

LAURA PACHECO

Rights sold to:
France > Hachette Livre

2 MINUTOS DESPUÉS...
BUENO, ES TARDE.
MAÑANA ME
DESMAQUILLO.

10 MINUTOS DESPUÉS...

1 HORA MÁS TARDE...
AL DÍA SIGUIENTE

10

MALA
DECISIÓN.
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Alejandra Lunik

Alejandra Acosta

Argentina — She has been drawing her whole
life and her work has been featured in magazines
such as Fierro, newspapers, and supplements.

Chile —She has worked on more than ten books
and won several prizes, including the Hummingbird
Medal awarded by IBBY Chile, in 2012 and 2013.

LOLA

GREMLINS

Alejandra Lunik has dared to give
a feminine touch to a genre that
seemed to be mostly masculine.

A mother’s diary
This illustrated journey by Alejandra Acosta
—one of Chile’s finest illustrators— takes on
the ambitious task of reproducing in images
the relationship between a mother and her
two young children. Gremlins is a sensitive
and subtle autobiographical book that
reveals how those mundane moments in
family life can also become heroic exploits.

ALEJANDRA ACOSTA

ALEJANDRA LUNIK

Lola could be any of us, she could be our
best friend, or any random girl with the same
problems we have. In these pages, the author
captures the feminine universe with all its
sweetness and awkwardness, but she keeps it
real: scenes featuring, mothers and daughters,
couples, happiness, anger, consumerism,
frivolity, love, desperation, hope… All of this
and more can be seen in the amusing, creative
visions on the pages of this beautiful album.
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Anita Mejía

Eire

MExico — Her work explores the fantastical
and Gothic literature and her favorite
authors (Tove Jansson, Mary Shelley…),
illustrators and historical figures.

SPAIN — Irlanda Tambascio, a.k.a. ‘Eire’,
has taken part in more than 250 projects
as an editor, director and filmmaker.
This is her second graphic novel.

ADELAIDA & COCO

MEJÍA AND THE GREAT TILINGO

Adelaida enters into crisis
and her cat Coco pulls
her out of the spiral of
negative thoughts.

Mejía discovers one of
her greatest fears: a little
creature called a “Tilingo”.

Adelaida, a young, urban freelancer
who loves cats, spends hours and hours
every day in front of the computer. A
workaholic who’s also addicted to the
social networks, she has trouble tearing
herself away from the screen. Luckily she
has her cat Coco, whose purring manages
to bring her back to the real world.

EIRE

ANITA MEJÍA

The definition her intelligent cat Froo gives of
a tilingo is that it’s a tiny negative thought that
can multiply exponentially. The harmless little
ones can give way to the most deadly of them
all: The Great Tilingo, which is when you are
enveloped in the most absolute desperation.
From then on, Mejía will try to rid herself of
those thoughts, employing various means…
An adorable, humble and small adventure
that everyone can relate to it.

ADELAIDA y COCO maqueta CMYK.indd 53
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Jours de Papier

Frannerd

MEXICO — Tania Yolanda Camacho and
Esteban Martínez are Jours de Papier, a couple
both in the comic strips and in real life, who
manage the site www.joursdepapier.com

CHILE — Fran Meneses a.k.a.
Frannerd studied graphic design
and is a self-taught illustrator.

SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR THE
MODERN COUPLE

Departures
A graphic novel, a travel diary.

An honest, sweet and fun
look at life as a couple.

Manual de supervivencia int.indd 35

FRANNERD

Jours de Papier

Tania and Esteban tell their story, from how they
met to their current cohabitation. They share their
anecdotes with a sense of humor, while giving
amusing and sincere tips and recommendations
for life in a relationship. A book that aspires
not only to relieve stress through a good laugh,
but also to serve as an inspiration for a model
of love and romance. With this guide, readers
will find that an honest, fun relationship like
Tania and Esteban’s is possible to attain.

SALIENDO JUNTOS

40

This is the story of a couple that goes from
one airplane to the next, a tale of love and
profound companionship, a list of vegan
restaurants, a series of tips for surviving
the world, and a guide to discovering the
most interesting places. This marvelous
book reveals how this emotional voyage
is the path we must sometimes follow in
order to find the home we are longing for.

35
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Manuel Fontdevila
SPAIN — He is one of the best contemporary
Spanish cartoonists. His popular books include
the Mantecatos series (Best Book of the Year
at the Barcelona Comic Convention).

Winner of the Best
Screenplay Award
at the Barcelona Comic
Convention.

HOW DID YOU TWO MEET?

ARE YOU MAKING LOVE?

The adventures of Emilia and
Mauricio, the most famous
couple in Spanish comic.

On this occasion, the comic
strips revolve around Emilia
and Mauricio’s sexual life.

MANUEL FONTDEVILA

Their son Oscar asks the big question
to confirm the rumors he has heard
in school about how children are
made. Fontdevila sets out hilarious
situations on how to maintain sexual
life when you have children, you lack
time or exhaustion predominates.

MANUEL FONTDEVILA

Over the course of 20 years, Manel Fontdevila
devoted a monthly page in El Jueves, one
of Spain’s most widely read magazines,
to tell the story of a young couple: “La
Parejita.” The everyday anecdotes and
brilliant ideas of Emilia and Mauricio were
both hilariously funny and had an almost
anthropological look at relationships.

Vosotros cómo os conocisteis-P329910.indd 133
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Nuria Varela (Script)

ANTONIA SANTOLAYA (Illustration)

VVAA

SPAIN — She is a journalist and author
of Feminismo para principiantes, the
bedside book of several generations
of Spanish feminists since 2005.

SPAIN — She is an award-winning illustrator,
having swept up prizes like Premio Apel·les
Mestre in 2000 and an Honourable Mention
in Mexico from Norma Ediciones in 2010.

Agustina Guerrero, María Hesse, Ana Santos,
Naranjalidad, Lady Desidia, Laura Agustí,
Elena Pancorbo and Amaia Arrazola, the most
avant-garde, and sought-after young artists
of the present moment in one single book.

FEMINISM FOR DUMMIES

THE FUTURE IS FEMALE
A deluxe edition with full-color
and double-page illustrations
of some of the most successful
young illustrators of the times.
Inspirational stories about situations
that women of all ages face every day
and how their protagonists use them
as a tool for female empowerment.

After the success of Feminismo para
principiantes—which has sold more than
30,000 copies in Spain since 2005—
Nuria Varela is now launching the picture
book version of her most sold book, with
illustrations by Antonia Santolaya.

VVAA

Nuria Varela / ANTONIA SANTOLAYA

Who were the suffragettes?
Where does radical feminism
come from? Why do people
refer to Marxism and feminism
as a marriage gone wrong?

LAS GAFAS VIOLETAS.
El discurso, la reflexión y la práctica feminista conllevan también una mirada,
una ética y una forma de estar en el mundo.

DENT
MR. PRESILONG
HOw
MUST TT
wA
wOMEN BERTY
FOR LI

LA TOMA DE CONCIENCIA FEMINISTA
CAMBIA, INEVITABLEMENTE, LA VIDA
DE CADA UNA DE LAS PERSONAS
QUE SE ACERCAN A ÉL.
PARA MILLONES DE MUJERES HA SIDO
UNA CONMOCIÓN INSTRAFERIBLE DESDE
LA PROPIA BIOGRAFÍA Y CIRCUNSTANCIAS,
Y PARA LA HUMANIDAD, LA MÁS GRANDE
CONTRIBUCIÓN COLECTIVA DE LAS MUJERES.

Especial empeño pusieron en ello Lucrecia Mott y Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Lucretia Mott era una cuáquera* que fundó la primera
sociedad femenina contra la esclavitud y cuya casa se
utilizaba como refugio en el camino de huida de los esclavos. Tenía unos 20 años más que Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
quien fue en cierto modo su discípula, convirtiéndose con el
tiempo en la intelectual más destacada del movimiento americano.
* La Sociedad Religiosa de los Amigos, conocida como
cuáquera, es una comunidad religiosa fundada en Inglaterra Se extendieron por Estados Unidos, especialmente en el estado de Pensilvania.

DERECHOS
HUMANOS

¿YA!

LUCREIA MOTT

REMOVIÓ CONCIÉNCIAS,
REPLANTEÓ INDIVIDUALIDADES
Y REVOLUCIONÓ, SOBRE TODO
EN ELLAS, UNA MANERA
DE ESTAR EN EL MUNDO.

SUSAN B. ANTONY

ELIZABETH
CADY STATON

Feminismo para principiantes.indd 13
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María Hesse
SPAIN — María Hesse is one of the most popular
contemporary Spanish illustrators whose work
has been displayed in several exhibitions.

More than 25.000
copies sold in Spain!

FRIDA KAHLO. A BIOGRAPHY

DAVID BOWIE. A BIOGRAPHY
A biography of pop music’s
chameleon, illustrated by María Hesse.
Based on this British musician’s experiences,
this book is an illustrated journey through
the fascinating life of the Thin White Duke
that was, is and always will be one of the
longest-lasting icons of the 20th century.
Like a hieroglyph, David Bowie is a mystery in
himself, and every answer brings to life new
facets, making his figure all the grander.
The author combines scenes from his life with
fantastical elements in a book that recalls the
moments that turned Bowie into an idol.

MARÍA HESSE

Rights sold to:
Brasil > L&PM Editores
China > Sunshine Media
Germany > Suhrkamp
Korea > Chaekpoong
Poland > Sonia Draga
Russia > Eksmo
Serbia > Dibidus
USA > University of Texas Press

Frida Kahlo-H403438.indd 102
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FRIDA KAHLO. UNA BIOGRAFÍA
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MARÍA HESSE

A lovely illustrated biography
of the Mexican painter.
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Soledad Romero (Script)

JOE PADILLA (Illustration)

DAVID NAVAS (Illustration)

SPAIN — She is the author of several
children’s picture books, editor and graphic
designer of trend magazines and coauthor of Yo, el libro de tu vida (2013).

VENEZUELA - He is an illustrator and graphic
designer who has worked in important advertising
agencies on both sides of the Ocean.

SPAIN — He creates Illustrations, Concept
Art and Animation. He has been involved in
several documentary and animated films, as
well as in children’s books and advertising.

Band Records collection

#1 RAMONES

#2 METALLICA

Joey, Johnny, Dee Dee and Tommy Ramone
were the stage names of these four “brothers”
who, in hardly two years, went from playing in
shabby bars to recording their first album and
filling the legendary Roundhouse in London in
July 1976. The era of punk rock had just begun.

The beginnings of the band Metallica, the
fiery symbol of thrash metal. A fascinating
tale that started in Los Angeles when Lars
Ulrich, a promising young tennis player,
abandoned his career to start a band and
become the best drummer in the world.

UNA BANDA LLAMADA RAMONES

DAVE MUSTAINE, LA GUITARRA

En el barrio los miraban mal, no tenían éxito con las chicas y en
la escuela les iba fatal. Sin demasiados amigos, pasaban el tiempo
en la galería de arte de la mamá de Joey escuchando discos de Rock.

Sin duda METALLICA necesitaba refuerzos.
Un día se presentó en el ensayo el demoledor Dave Mustaine.
Le bastaron cinco minutos para destrozar a los chicos con su guitarra;
melodías repletas de magia y endiablados riffs tronaron en la sala.

Un día Johnny y Dee Dee aparecieron con unas guitarras de segunda mano.
Fue entonces cuando los cuatro amigos decidieron formar la banda RAMONES.

Soledad Romero / DAVID NAVAS

Soledad Romero / Joe Padilla

The Band Records collection brings
generations closer together and invites
parents and children to relive and
experience the era when rock was born.

Con él, llegaron la cólera y la electricidad a la banda.
Dave se convirtió en la guitarra líder de METALLICA.

La idea de llamarse RAMONES fue de Tommy:
viene de Paul Ramone, el nombre que utilizaba el músico Paul McCartney, de los Beatles,
para evitar el acoso de los fans.
A partir de ese día, todos los miembros del grupo llevarían el apellido Ramone.

Ramones-RK09832.indd 8
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comic strip classics
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FRANCISCO IBÁÑEZ
SPAIN — Born in Barcelona (1936), Ibáñez is the
most internationally renowned Spanish comic
artist and writer. He is the creator of several
comic book series, such as Rompetechos, 13
rue del Percebe, and Mortadelo y Filemón.

His fruitful career has been recognized
with, among many honors, the Grand
Prize of the Barcelona International Comic
Fair in 1994, and the Gold Medal for
Contributions to the Fine Arts in 2001.

Over 200 titles
published

more than 60 million
copies sold in Spain, both
in Bruguera and
Ediciones B.
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MORTADELO Y FILEMON
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B COMIC

1958-2018

In 2018 we celebrate the 60th
anniversary of the birth of Spanish
most famous comic characters.
* Special 2018 FIFA World Cup
* Special 60th Anniversary edition
* Publication of classic titles in new formats
* New title in June 2018

FRANCISCO Ibáñez

FRANCISCO Ibáñez

occum
MORTADELO
que pelestrum
Y FILEMON
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In 2018, Carlsen is bringing back the
adventures of Clever & Smart to German
readers . But Mortadelo and Filemón
have received many different names in
the countries where they have landed…

Mortadel et Filemon
Futt et Fil
Mortadella e Filemone

FRANCISCO Ibáñez

FRANCISCO Ibáñez

(France)

(Italy)

Mortadelo e Salaminho
(Brazil)

Αντιριξ και Συμφωνιξ
(Greece)

Paling en Ko
(Holland)

Flip og Flop
(Danemark)

Flipp og Flopp
(Norway)

Clever og Smart
(Norway)

Älli ja Tälli
(Finland)

Mort & Phil

Jumping into the big wide
world, Mortadelo and Filemón
suddenly started speaking
English, French, German, Finnish,
Greek... The success of their
comic books proved that humor
is a universal language.

(UK)
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In Germany,
Ausgeflippt Fischstrasse 13
(Condor Verlag, 1981-1986)

13, RUE DEL PERCEBE

ROMPETECHOS

13, Rue del Percebe (13, Barnacle Street) is a
Spanish comic book created by Ibáñez in 1961.

Rompetechos is a Spanish comic character
created by cartoonist Francisco Ibáñez in 1964,
protagonist of the series of the same name.

13, Rue del Percebe portrays a humorous view
of a building and the people who inhabit it – a
gossiping porter, a hopeless tailor, a distrustful
shopkeeper, a clumsy thief or an ingenious
debtor. Characters who nowadays are still
well liked and remembered by generations of
readers.

Rompetechos is a stubborn, short and myopic
man whose poor vision generates comical
situations. Ibañez has stated repeatedly
that, among his creations, this is his favorite
character and due to this he appears frequently
in other series of the same author, notably
Mortadelo y Filemón and 13 Rue del Percebe.
B Comic will publish the close to 800 pages of
Rompetechos which the author has created
in two volumes to be published in 2018.
Docu.T. C. Nº21- P50 A 64
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FRANCISCO Ibáñez

FRANCISCO Ibáñez

In 2016, Ediciones B published an integral edition
of all the comic strips of 13, Rue del Percebe from
1961 to 1984, with more than 32,000 copies sold.

Página 59
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13, RUE DEL PERCEBE
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B COMIC

1964-2018
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Jan
SPAIN — Pseudonym of Juan López
Fernández (1939), he is a Spanish comic
book writer and artist, most famous
for his creation of Superlópez.

In May 2002, he received the Grand Prize of
the Barcelona International Comics Convention
that acknowledged his many contributions.

In Germany,
Super-Meier
(Condor Verlag
1980-1986)

A Spanish film of SuperlOpez
is to be released in 2018
featuring Dani Rovira as
Jan’s superhero.

SUPERLÓPEZ
Superlópez is a Spanish comic book
character created by Jan in 1973.
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JAN

JAN

An antihero, born as a parody of Superman,
he leaves his planet in a spaceship and lands
in Earth by accident. Raised by adoptive
parents in Barcelona, he conceals himself under
the identity of office-worker Juan López.
In his many adventures, Superlópez encounters
lost races, aliens, robots, mad scientists,
space wars, etc. but he also intervenes in
current social issues such as drug trade, tax
haven, dictatorships or arms trafficking.
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Víctor Mora (Script)

AMBRÓS (Illustration)

SPAIN — Born in Barcelona (1931-2016), Mora
created and wrote the series Capitán Trueno,
El Jabato, Dani Futuro, El Cosaco Verde, and
El Corsario de Hierro.

Amongst the prizes and honors he received are
the nomination as Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres in 1991, Catalonia’s Saint George
Cross in 1997, and the Grand Prize of the
Barcelona International Comic Fair in 1998.

SPAIN — (1913-1992) he was a distinguished
comic strip cartoonist, most famous for the
comic book series Capitán Trueno (Captain
Thunder).

In 1989, he received the Grand Prize of the
Barcelona International Comic Fair for his
contribution to comics.

EL CAPITÁN TRUENO

60

Trueno is a 12th-century knight-errant
who travels the world – assisted by his
faithful companions Crispín, Goliath and
Sigrid of Thule – enforcing justice and
freedom against tyrants and bullies, never
using more violence than necessary.

TRUENO COLOR Nº1:TRUENO Nº1
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CAPITAN TRUENO LIBRO BOLSILLO Nº1:Maquetación 1

EL CAPITÁN TRUENO
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1956-2017
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Víctor Mora / AMBRÓS

Víctor Mora / AMBRÓS

El Capitán Trueno (Captain Thunder),
created in 1956 by Víctor Mora with
illustrations by Ambrós, became the most
popular hero in the history of Spanish comics
with 170,000 copies sold every week.
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Kid’s corner
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WISMICHU (Script)

BONACHE (Illustration)

Marco Torres

SPAIN — Ismael Prego “ Wismichu”, is a
young comedian, somehow crazy and
brutal, he travels Spain with a hilarious
show that overflows theaters and
concert halls with his crowd of fans.

SPAIN — Juan Carlos Bonache is a selftaught illustrator, he became very popular
with his own online comic series. He has
since published several books including a
collection of cartoons with Norma Editorial.

CHILE — He is an illustrator of comics and
animation. He wrote and directed the series
Quíromon, broadcast on ETC TV, and the
animated short film El Profesor Fusión.

NORMAN & MIX

Winner of the
Banda Dibujada
award 2017

NEW TITLE
IN 2018

SÚPER NINJA KURURO

Absurd and hilarious
adventures along the lines of
Scott Pilgrim graphic series.

In order to become a ninja you
need concentration, skill, courage,
caution, patience, mercy and
decency. I have none of these
things. And I am the best.

Norman and Mix are two very special
superheroes... Their powers are super
unpredictable! Despite their peculiar
superpowers, they’ve found a temporary
job at an international intelligence
agency. But will they be able to complete
their first mission successfully?

Marco Torres

Wismichu / BONACHE

Bestseller: +24,000 copies sold (Nielsen)
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This is the story of one of the worst ninjas
in the world: The Ninja Kururo! A lover of
videogames and naps; a scoundrel without
skills or discipline; a good-for-nothing who,
nonetheless, will go down in history.
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CHILE — He is an award-winning director,
screenwriter, journalist, cartoonist and TV
producer. He wrote the film No, nominated for an
Academy Award for Best Foreign Film in 2013.

ARGENTINA – A well-known cartoonist,
humorist and graphic designer.
Distinguished in 2006 by the Legislature of
Mendoza for his contribution to culture.

Winner of the
Banda Dibujada
Award (2015)
Winner of the
Santa Clara de AsIs
Award (2005)

TWO BROTHERS
A perfect early reading, the ideal
gateway to the world of comic books.
Hilarious comic strips that describe the
funny and absurd moments experienced
by an older and a younger brother.
Nacho was the center of the universe until... he
learns he’s going to have a little brother! Or will
it be a sister? That would be so much worse!!!
But when Tobías is born, he only sleeps, cries,
eats and poops, where’s all the fun?! This is
something Nacho will only learn with time…

Pedro Peirano

www.megustaleer.cl
Me gusta leer Chile
@megustaleercl

Chanti

ed.indd 1

Chanti

Pedro Peirano EL club de los juguetes perdidos

a c ió n

Pedro Peirano
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The Club of the Lost Toys
What is your favorite toy?
An award-winning comic by
the screenwriter of the film NO
Pezuña finds the map of a secret treasure
and decides, together with a very strange
group of friends, to look for the great
reward. So, traveling on a pirate ship
to places where they live a thousand
adventures, they get to the place where
all the lost toys in the world are. Who hid
them there?

Winner of the
Municipal Literature
Award of Santiago
de Chile (2013)
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